This paperpresentsa method to synthesize labeled Pem' netsjiom state-based models. Although state-based models (such as Finite State Machines) are a powe+l formalism to describe the behavior of sequential systems, they cannot explicitly express the notions of concurrency, causality and conflict. Petri nets can naturally capture these notions. The proposed method in based on deriving an Elementary Transition System (ETS) from a specifcation model. Previous work has shown that for any ETS there exists a Petri net with minimum transition count (one transition for each label) with a reachability graph isomorphic to the original ETS. This paper presents the first known approach to obtain an ETS from a non-elementary TS and derive a place-irredundant Petri net. Furthermore, by imposing constraints on the synthesis method, different classes of Petri nets can be derivedjiom the same reachability graph (pure, free choice, unique choice). I%is method has been implemented and eficiently applied in di$erent frameworks: Petri net composition, synthesis of Pem' n e t s f " asynchronous circuits, and resynthesis of Pem' nets.
Introduction
In this paper we present a method which given a finite state model, called Transition System os), synthesizes a safe Petri Net with a reachability graph that is either isomorphic to the original TS or isomorphic to a minimized version of the original TS. The synthesized PN is always place-irredundant, i.e., it is not possible to remove any place from the net without violating its behavior.
The synthesis method provides us with a technique for transforming specifications. Given a model which can be mapped into a TS, we can derive a PN which is equivalent to the initial model of the process. In such a way we can create a tool which automatically translates CSP, CCS, FSM, Burst Mode machines and other models into labeled Petri Nets. Also, we can use this tool for transformation of Petri Nets aimed at optimality under some criterion (place count, transition count, number of places, PN graph complexity, etc.) or for deriving a net belonging to a given class (safe, Free-Choice, Unique-Choice, etc.) This opens up an avenue for building interactive tools where a designer has the possibility to play with a PN-like specification, performing equivalent transformations of PNs, andor transformations of other specifications MURST research project "VLSI architectures".
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A basic intermediate object between a TS and a PN is a region
[11,1,3, lo]. "State"insafePetrinetsis distributedamongplaces: each state is a set of marked places, and each place is marked in a set of states. A regionin aTransition Systemis a set of states, such that transitions in and out of it "mimic" the PN firing behavior which un-marks predecessor places and marks successor places of a transition. In this way, it is possible to identify regions with places, and construct a PN which has exactly the same set of labeled firing sequences as the TS.
The papers cited above provide the formal framework for our contribution, but suffer from a series of problems:
0 Theircontribution was mainly theoretical, aimed at obtaining a canonicalrepresentationof the PN, with as many places as could be added without changing the behavior of the net. On the other hand, we strive to minimize the number of places, in order to make the final Petri Net more understandable by the designer.
0 They did not address the problem of merging and splitting "equivalent" labels, i.e., those labels which model the same event, but must be split in order to yield a valid Petri Net.
In this paper, we present an algorithm for generating a complete set of minimal regions (which are analogues to prime implicants in Boolean minimization) and further for removing redundant regions (which is similar to generating a prime irredundant cover in Boolean minimization). We can either generate all irredundant nets and take the minimum among them (an exact minimization of places in PNs), or heuristically choose a minimal place-irredundant net, if searching for a minimum one is too time consuming.
The paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 formally introduce Transition Systems, Petri nets and regions. Section 4 describes the synthesis algorithms in detail, and briefly outlines extensions of the basic method to cope with a broader class of specifications. Section 5 shows the experimental results obtained by a practical application of the proposed methodology. Section 6 concludes the paper.
Models

Transition systems
Atransitionsystem(TS)isaquadmple[ll]TS = ( S , E, T, Sin),
where S is a jinite non-empty set of states, E is a set of events, T C S x E x S is a transition relation, and sin is an initial state. A TS can be represented as an arc-labeled directed graph. A simple example of a TS without cycles is shown in Figure 1 ,a. A Petri Net [12] is a quadruple N = (P, T , F, mo), where P is a jinite set of places, T is a jinite set of transitions, F E (P x T ) U (T x P ) is the flow relation, and mo is the initial marking. A marking is a function that assigns every place a non-negative number of tokens. A transition t f T is enabled at marking ml if all its input places are marked. An enabled transition t may fire, producing a new marking mz with one less token in each input place and one more token in each output place (ml A mz). A PN expressing the same behavior as the TS from The sets of input and output places of transition t are denoted by et and t o . The sets of input and output transitions of place p are denoted by e p and p e . The set of all markings reachable in N from the initial marking mo is called its Reachability Set. The graph with vertices corresponding to markings of a PN and with an arc (m I , m2) in the graph if and only if ml -+ m2 is called its Reachability Graph (RG).
PetriNets
A labeled PN is a PN with a labeling function X : T --t A which puts into correspondence every transition of the net with a symbol (called label) from the alphabet A. If no two transitions have the same label (unique labeling), then each transition in the net can be uniquely identified by its label. In such case we can use the label as the name of the transition. In the RG of a labeled PN, an arc between markings ml and mz is labeled by the label X ( t ) of the transition t , which fires between markings ml and mz. Such RG is called a labeled RG.
One can easily check that the labeled RG Figure 1 ,c derived for the PN from Figure 1 ,b is isomorphic to the TS Figure 1 ,a) . .. This procedure of assigning instance numbers to different occurrences of labels in TS is called splitting. All three notions of equivalence (isomorphism of TSs, isomorphism with a minimized TS, and split-isomorphism) guarantee that two equivalent TSs are bi-similar, which is a stronger condition than language equivalence in general ([9]). This implies, for example, that deadlock and liveness properties are preserved for a PN generated from the TS.
TWO TSS TS1 = (5'1,El,Tl,srnl) and TS2 = enumerations of events from TS.
Regions
Excitation and switching regions
While regions in a TS are related to places in the corresponding PN, an excitation region [8] for event a is a maximal set of states in which transition a is enabled. Therefore, excitation regions are related to transitions of the PN.
A set of states SI is called a generalized excitation region (an
if it is a maximal (a maximal connected) set of states such that for every state s E S 1 there is a transition s s. The GER for a is the union of all ERs for a. In the TS from Figure SRI ( a ) = { 3 2 ) and SR2 ( a ) = { 96). The corresponding GSR for event a is GSR(a) = ( 3 2 , 3 6 ) .
Elementary lkansition Systems
Axioms for ETS A TS T S = (S, E , T , s t n ) is called elementary [ l l ] (ETS)
if it satisfies, in addition to (Al) -(A4), the following two axioms about regions: A5. State separation property:
A6. Forward closure property:
Axiom 5 implies that two different states must belong to different sets of regions. Axiom 6 implies that if state s is included in all pre-regions of event e, then e must be enabled in s. It A subset of states, r , is a region if for each event e one of the following conditions hold: all transitions labelled with e (1) exit r , (2) enter r , or (3) do not cross r .
Let us consider the TS shown in Figure 1 . The set of states r3 = ( 5 2 , 2 3 3 , S 6 ) is a region, since all transitions labeled with a and with b enter 7 3 , and all transitions labeled with c exit r3. On the other hand, { ~2~3 3 )
is not a region since transition SI 3 s3 enters this set, while another transition also labeled with b, s4 5 3 6 , does not. Similar violations of the region conditions exist for two transitions labeled with a. However, there are no violations for c since both transitions labeled with c exit this set of states.
Each TS has two trivial regions: the set of all states, S , and the empty set. Further on we will always consider only non-trivial regions.
Let r and r' be regions of a TS. A region r' is said to be a subregion of r iff T I c r . A region T' is a minimal region iff r' is not a subregion of any other region of the TS.
Properties of regions
The following propositions state a few important properties of regions.
Property 3.1 I f r and r' are two different regionssuch that r' is a subregion of r, then r -r1 is a region. Property 3.2 A set of states r is a region, ifand only if its coset 9-= S -r is a region, where S is a set of all states of the TS. Property 3.3 Every region can be represented as a union of disjoint minimal regions.
Property 3.1 has been mentioned in [3] . Property 3.2 was given in [ 1 11. Property 3.3 is a stronger refinement of the corresponding property from [3] , which shows that any region can be viewed as a linear combination of the minimal regions. The proofs are given in [4] . For each state s E S we define the set of non-trivial regions containing s, denoted by R,.
A region r is a pre-region of event e if there is a transition labeled with e which exits r . A region r is a post-region of event e if there is a transition labeled with e which enters r. The set of all pre-regions and post-regions of e is denoted with ' e and eo respectively. By definition it follows that if r E ' e , then all transitions labeled with e enter r. Similarly, if r E eo, then all transitions labeled with e exit r .
There are eight non-trivial regions in the TS from Figure 1 : ri = {SI, 3 3 , s~) ; 7-2 = {SI, 3 2 , s~) ; r3 = { s z , s 3 , s6); r7 = (~2~3 4 , 3 6 ) ; rg = ( 9 3 , ss, 3 6 ) . All of these regions are minimal. Pre-regions and post-regions are defined as follows: 3. the RG of the PN is isomorphic to the TS.
The procedure given by [ 1 1, 31 to synthesize a Petri net from 0 For each event a a transition labeled with a is generated in an ETS is as follows: the PN; 0 For each (minimal) region T , a place pi is generated; 0 Place pt contains a token in the initial marking mo iff the corresponding region T , contains the initial state of the ETS 3,n;
0 The flow relation is as follows: a E p , o iff T* is a pre-region of a and a E op, iff T , is a post-region of a.
A PN which is synthesized from all regions is called a saturated net. The net constructed from all minimal regions is called a minimal saturated net. These nets are canonical, however, even a minimal saturated net can be redundant. Places can still be removed from it while still preserving the required isomorphism between its RG and the ETS. By analogy with logic minimization, a saturated net is like the set of all implicants for a Boolean function, while a minimal saturated net is like the set of all prime implicants. Our goal is to provide a method for constructing an irredundant net with minimal regions, which is similar to an irredundant cover of prime implicants.
Another important drawback of the described procedure is that axioms 5 and 6 do not provide an efficient algorithm for checking elementarity, since they require to derive all the regions and also to check elementarity conditions for each individual state. Our procedure is specifically aimed at deriving minimal regions by using simplified elementarity checks, that admit an efficient implementation.
Elementary and minimal lkansition Systems
In this section we show the relationship between the elementarity of a TS and its minimality. and S6 Z s7. Obviously, the confluence condition for these two pairs of states is not satisfied. A safe PN with an RG isomorphic to this TS is shown in Figure 3 ,b. Places p6 and p7 corresponds to the minimal regions {a, 96) and {s5, s7). These places have no output transitions (the corresponding regions do not serve as preregions to any events). Therefore, these places can be removed from the PN without changing its behavior. The RG of the PN without p6 and p7 is isomorphic to the TS shown in Figure 3 ,c, which is a minimized version of the initial TS (Figure 3,a) .
Another TS example is given by Figure 3 ,d. This TS is not minimal and also not elementary, since the state separation property A6 is not satisfied for equivalent states si E s3 and s2 2 s4: R,, = R,, = T I = { s~, s g ) and R,, = R,, = T Z = {92,s4).
Note that the confluence conditions for equivalent states is satisfied. The PN from Figure 3 ,e contains two places which corresponds to regions T I and T Z and two transitions labeled with a and b. Its RG is isomorphic to a minimized version of the initial non-elementary TS. After minimization, the TS from Figure 3 becomes elementary. Figure 3 an implicit minimization occurs (1) when regions which do not serve as preregions are removed (Figure 3 ,a-c) or (2) when regions including all equivalent states are generated (Figure 3,d,e) .
As indicated by the two examples in
Elementarity conditions
In this section we present conditions for elementarity which allow for efficient checking. We first connect the notions of pre-regions and post-regions with those of excitation and switching regions. 
A region T is a post-region of event a iff G S R ( a ) E T and G E R ( a ) n T = 0.
This property allows to construct regions which serve as preregions starting with excitation regions. This allows for efficient BDD-based implementation. The following property helps in performing efficient PN synthesis. while the only pre-region of a, {SI, 9 3 , s5, s7}, is a proper superset of ER(a). According to Proposition 3.2, if the generated PN has an RG which is minimal, then only the excitation closure and the event effectiveness conditions must be checked to verify the elementarity of a TS. The event effectiveness condition is trivial to check. The major new result, yielding our new synthesis procedure, is the excitation closure condition.
Petri net synthesis
This section describes the algorithms for synthesis. The proof of their correctness is given in [4].
Synthesis algorithms
The skeleton of the algorithm for synthesis of a PN is given by the following pseudo-code. The input of this algorithm is a TS. The output is a PN which is equivalent to the initial TS. The function expandstates recursively generates all minimal regions which serve as preregions for one event. These minimal regions are called minimal pre-regions. Minimal regions which are not pre-regions are not needed, since a PN with a minimized RG is generated (see section 3.4). The function f ind-irredundant-cover produces an irredundant set of regions. From this set a place-irredundant net is generated. This function is discussed in section 4.2. The function split-labels performs the splitting of labels if the minimized version of the initial TS has been found to be nonelementary. This function is discussed in section 4.3. Other Table 1 : All minimal pre-regions of the transition system depicted in Figure 4 ,a means of handling non-elementary TSs, based on using self-loops and dummy transitions, are discussedin section 4.4. The function map-to-PN is the final step for constructing a PN from the set of regions, which has been described in section 3.3.
expandstates (T,R) begin
/* T is the set of states to be expanded */ /* R collects all regions generated */ i f r is aregionthen R = R u(T}; return; /* since any region expanded from T would not be minimal *I end if;
find e E E violating some region condition in T ; T' = r U { I S t set of states to legalize e } ; expandstates (T',R); /* For some conditions the set of states must be expanded in two directions (see 
Irredundant regions
A set of regions R is called redundant if there is a region T E R such that set of regions R -T still satisfies the excitation closure (and therefore also the event effectiveness) condition. Otherwise R is called irredundant. A region is said to be essential when it cannot be removed from any set of regions without violating the excitation closure of some event.
We will illustrate how an irredundant set of places can be calculated by means of the example of Figure 4 . Table 1 presents all minimal pre-regions of the TS.
As a preliminary step, essential regions are calculated. A region T is essential if there exists a state s E T and an event e such that T E ' e , s $?' GER(e) and for all T' E ' e , T' # T we have s E T' (i.e., T is the only region that removes from the Next, for each event with non-essential pre-regions (e and f in the example), all minimal covers are implicitly generated. For event e, we have two minimal covers: { T I , T 6 ) and {TI, 73,~).
For event f we also have two minimal covers: {~4 , r 7 ) and
{~4 ,~5 ,~g ) .
Finding a minimum cost cover can be posed as finding a minimum cost solution of a Boolean equation describing the covering conditions (unate covering problem). To reduce the complexity of the problem, essential regions are not included. The equation corresponding to the example is as fol-A cost must be assigned to each region, according to the objective function to be minimized, which depends on the application. For example, if we want to minimize the total number of places and arcs (a heuristic measure of the "simplicity" of the PN), then we can assign to each place p a cost of I 0 pI + Ip 0 I + 1. If we want to minimize only the number of places, then the cost of each place is 1.
Inourcase,cost(T3) = cost(p.5) = 3;cost(r6) = cost(r7) = 4 and two minimum-cost covers exist: ( 7 3 , ~7 ) and ( 7 5 , T 6 ) (the former is shown in Figure 4 ,b, where the redundant places are depicted by dotted lines). There is another possible solution ( { T g , r 7 } ) , but it has non-minimum cost.
Label splitting
The set of minimal pre-regions of an event a is calculated by gradually expanding GER( a) to obtain sets of states that do not violate the "entry-exit" relationship. When the excitation closure is not fulfilled (see proposition 3.2), i.e. lows: (7'6 + T3 * T 7 ) * (T7 + 75 * T 6 ) = 1 n T~~~~( a ) r E o a some events must be split to make the TS elementary. This situation is illustrated in Figure 5 ,a. Event a has two minimal preregions ( T I and ~2 ) and their intersection is larger than GER(a). The strategy to split events is as follows. During the expansion of GER(a) towards the pre-regions of a, several sets of states are explored. We focus our attention on those sets S such that
For each of these sets of states, the number of events that violate the region conditions are calculated. Finally, the set that has the least number of "bad" events is selected. If several sets have the same number of "bad" events, the smallest one is selected.
The selected set of states is then forced to be a region. This is done by splitting the labels of those events that do not fulfill the region conditions. An example is depicted in Figure 5 ,b.
The strategy for splitting ensures that, with the new labeling, there will be one pre-region smaller than the intersection of the pre-regions with the former labeling. Next, pre-regions are recomputed, and excitation closure is verified. If the closure test fails, the procedure is executed again. This strategy converges monotonically, and in the worse case splits all the labels, so that each state of the TS trivially becomes a region. For practical examples, only one or two iterations are usually required to converge. Obviously, the PN obtained after any splitting is split-isomorphic to the initial TS.
Modifications of the basic synthesis method
The class of TSs and PNs that can be handled by our synthesis procedure can be extended to include some non-elementary TSs without using the label splitting technique. One powerful extension, to non-pure nets, is concemed with allowing self-loop regions to be involved in the excitation closure condition. A region T is a self-loop region for an event e if it is not a pre-region and the GER(a) is contained in T . Including a place corresponding to a self-loop region into the set of input and output places does not restrict the enabling conditions for an event unnecessarily. Yet it allows to "trim" the intersection of pre-regions so that the given event is not enabled in the states not included in its excitation region. Non-pure nets appear to be very useful in practice, e.g. modelling arbitration circuits in which one event asymmetrically disables another event. More details on this extension and others, such as inserting dummy events' and relaxing axiom A2 (PN simplicity) can be found in [4].
Our basic synthesis method (namely, excitation closure) can be customized to satisfy the requirements of some classes of Petri nets which can be useful in practice. In particular, it can producefreechoice and unique-choice PNs, a class of nets allowing efficient algorithms for their verification and circuit implementation. More on that is also in [4]. Table 2 describes the results of the application of our algorithms to the synthesis of Petri nets from transition systems obtained from speed-independent circuits. This can be used to produce a userreadable description of the functionality of a circuit, in the form of a timing diagram-like labeled Petri net (a Signal Transition Graph, STG). All CPU times are in seconds on a SUN SPARC 10 workstation. Z, S, P, T, F and M are the numbers of signals, states, places, transitions, arcs and markings, respectively. Table 3 describes the results of the application of our algorithms to the minimization of a given labeled Petri net. The same notation is used for places, transitions, arcs and markings'.
Applications
The implemented tool, called petrify, is available at http://www.ac.upc.esrvlsi/petrify/petrify.html.
Counterflow pipeline processor: stage control circuit
As an application example, we used our method to derive a PN specification and its circuit implementation for a stage control circuit in a counterflow pipeline processor (for a complete description of the architecture refer to [13] ). Although some of the steps were assisted by hand, our net synthesis approach played a key methodological role. These steps are shown in Figure 6 . The original behavioral description of the stage control was taken from C.E. Molnar in the form of a TS. The two transformations performed at this level were (1) reducing the model to asymmetric form, which would then allow to (2) insert a (single) dummy transition (denoted by c). The legitimacy of this reduction was verified by means of TS composition. The latter proved that the reduced model preserved all the main functionalities: the counterflow pipe remained deadlock-free and guaranteed the propagation of instructions and results without missing their synchronisation in those stages where they may meet. The resulting TS is quasi-elementary in the sense that it satisfies our extended conditions of elementarity. The subsequent synthesis of the PN was performed using the techniques described in this paper, including operating with self-loop regions. Region r2 is a minimal region, which is a self-loop region for event PR.
On the other hand, the other self-loop region r6 (for event AR) is 'the number of markings may differ when different markings of the original PN correspond to equivalent states in the RG.
rl Petri Net Model
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Figure 6: Counterfiow pipeline example: from transition system to circuit not minim&, it is a union of minimal regions r2 and r4.
This example illustrates that the amount of search for a selfloop region can be significant, hence the complexity of synthesizing non-pure PNs can be much greater than for pure nets. In the net model of the stage control circuit all events are uniquely represented. It was then relatively straightforward to apply the technique of [5 J, which systematically adds semaphores for conflict places at the PN level. Finally, implementing semaphores by mutual exclusion elements we can obtain a circuit implementation (somewhat similar to a solution recently presented by Ebergen [ 6 ] ) shown in Figure 6 .
Translation of high-level specifications
This section presents an example that illustrates how this method can be useful for PN composition and translation from high-level languages into Petri nets. The example is aimed at modeling circuits obtained from TANGRAM descriptions (a CSP-like language 121 for asynchronous circuit compilation).
Figure 7 depicts how the STG of the composition of two handshake circuits (a sequencer and a parallelizer) is obtained. From the STG of each handshake circuit, synchronization places between events with the same labels are inserted (dashed places and arcs). Each synchronization place receives arcs from the STG modeling the circuit that "produces" the event (output channel) and generates arcs towards the corresponding events at the input channel. After composing several STGs, the internal events can be removed (signals req-2 and ack-2). The elimination of internal events is done at TS level, thus obtaining a TS with less states. Finally, the STG for the whole circuit is derived by resynthesis.
We also performed an experiment by modeling a 3-token FIFO
(C)
Figure7: (a) Handshakecircuits, (b) PN composition, (c) PN after elimination of internal events and synthesis.
in TANGRAM that resulted in a system with 20 handshake circuits. By iteratively composing the STGs of neighbouring handshake circuits and eliminating intemal events (corresponding to intemal communication channels), we obtained an STG with 6 signals (3 channels), 18 places, 23 transitions, 71 arcs and 50 markings (states).
Conclusions
Petri nets have been shown to be an appropriate formalism to describe the behavior of systems with concurrency, causality and conflicts between events. For this type of systems, the method presented in this paper allows to transform different models (CSP, CCS, FSMs, PNs) into a unique formalism for which synthesis, analysis, composition and verification tools can be built. Synthesizing Petri nets from state-based models i s a task of reverse engineering that abstracts the temporal dimension from a flat description of the sequences of events produced by the system. The synthesis method discovers the actual temporal relations among the events. The symbiosis among the notions of ETS, region and excitation region in the same method has been crucial to derive efficient algorithms.
Generating a TS from a high-level description (such as CSP) may suffer from the state explosion problem, thus making manipulations at the TS level tedious or even impractical. For this reason, we have chosen to use a symbolic (BDD-based) representation of the TS. Even though BDDs do not always guarantee compactness, we have observed that the regular interleaving of events manifested by highly concurrent systems is well-captured by symbolic representations. This work has been mainly motivated by the activities carried out by the authors in the area of asynchronous circuits. The wide applicability of the method opens new possibilities to create a framework with tools for synthesis, analysis and verification, in which the designer can freely choose and mix different specification formalisms.
